
Math, Science & Sensory Play: STEM WORKSHOP HANDOUT
By:  Anna Reyner, MA    Director of Training / Discount School Supply
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Smart Art Ideas & California PreK Learning Foundations correlations

Smart Art Lesson PreK Foundations: 
Science Outcomes 

PreK Foundations: 
Math Outcomes

MATERIALS

OUTCOMES

CLASSROOM TIPS

✓Texas snowflake filters 18" dia.
✓Liquid Watercolor™
✓Bingo bottles (pre-filled)
✓Colored masking tape

Optional:
Small coffee filters
✓Feathers
✓Easy Grip Stampers
✓Stamp pads

Art is good brain food!  This art
idea helps children develop:

Cognitive/Thinking Skills
Spatial relations
Visual thinking

Emotional/Feeling Skills
Self-expression
Sensory pleasure

Social/Relating Skills
Dramatic play
Cooperation, works in pairs

Physical/Coordinating Skills
Fine and gross motor skills
Eye/hand/brain coordination

Literacy & Language
Development 
Fantasy / imagination
Communicates with partner

4–9
Ages

Min.
20–30

STEP 1: Make Hat Shape
Working in pairs, place 1 Texas snowflake
filter on head. Pull down gently near
ears. Wrap colored tape at brim line to
fit head. Flip brim up.

STEP 2: Optional
Using small coffee filter, create “flower”
by pinching filter in middle. Wrap 1"
tape at middle/stem. Attach flower at
brim with tape.

STEP 3: Color Your Hat
Decorate hat with Liquid Watercolor™
in bingo bottles, making dots, lines and
patterns.

STEP 4: Optional
Add feathers, trim brim or designs
using Liquid Watercolor™ and Easy
Grip Stampers. 

✓= in Discount School Supply catalog

Extensions
Great for carnivals and “crazy hat” days. Limited drying time and immediate gratifi-
cation! Make this into a 2-day project by completely saturating filters with color one
day, drying completely, then assembling next day. Hats for boys and men? Use your
imagination and create a baseball cap, fishing hat, cowboy hat, etc.—by adding more
colored tape or decorations and trimming brim with scissors.  

Vocabulary
Gather, Rotate, Saturate, Compose, Pattern, Design, Adapt
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Coffee Filter Hat

Salt Crystal Coffee Filters
Lesson #28  / Yellow Book

 Complete Lesson Plan in  Smart Art, page 28 

Earth Science (salt)
1.1 Investigates characteristics of earth materials. 
Scientific Inquiry 
1.0 Observation and Investigation
---------------
Salt is a highly absorbent mineral and a type of crystal.  Add 
salt while paint is wet, and watch it quickly absorb the liquid 
paint. As it absorbs the liquid, it absorbs the color, leaving 
behind plain white “dots” on the painted coffee filter.  Explore 
salt as a paint additive with liquid watercolor on other papers.  

Algebra & Functions 
Geometry 
---------------
Patterns and shapes are easily taught with coffee filter art.  
Use same techniques on paper towel squares to make paper 
towel art.  Paint coffee filter circles one week, and paper 
towel squares another week. Make a colorful collaborative 
paper quilt by gluing circles and squares onto butcher paper 
or spray watercolor directly onto the DSS “Painting Mat for 
Liquid Watercolor,” Item #LWMAT, a GREAT10‘ x 4‘ spongy 
paper painting tarp that’s hard to find in retail markets.        

Super Colored Snow
Lesson #19 / Blue Book

Complete Lesson Plan in  Smart Art 2, page 19
Art is good brain food!  This art
idea helps children develop:

Ages
Min.

✓= in Discount School Supply catalog
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10–15
3–12

Cognitive/Thinking Skills
Asks questions, make predictions
Observes cause and effect

Emotional/Feeling Skills
Motor pleasure
Emotional release

Social/Relating Skills
Social, group interaction
Patience and impulse control

Physical/Coordinating Skills
Small motor
Hand-eye coordination

Literacy & Language
Development
Listens and follows directions
Learns new vocabulary

✓Liquid Watercolor™
✓Plastic eyedroppers
✓Super Snow Powder
2 oz. measuring cup
Paper plates
Large plastic container

Extensions
Like baking, this recipe requires precise measuring. Mark a clear cup with masking
tape at the 2 oz line or purchase 2 oz condiment cups. or purchase 4 oz drinking
cups and pour half full. *The amount of Liquid Watercolor™ you use will determine
the color intensity of the finished snow. Try a few drops at first, then increase color
to 1/4 teaspoon. With young children, have an adult place their cupped hands
directly underneath the child’s cupped hands to catch the excess water and snow.
This makes a great shared activity, and the colored snow lasts many days before
evaporating. Try it with parents, too!

Vocabulary
Absorb, Absorbent, Polymer, Change Of State, Expand, Evaporate.

Super Colored Snow

Step 4: Wow! Smile, Laugh, Giggle!
Dump it out and play! Collect snow in a
large plastic bin or sand tray.

Step 3: Dump Water Onto Snow
Quickly pour all colored water at once
into cupped hands. Count to 3.

Step 2: Cup Hands and Add Snow
Place two scoops Super Snow into
tightly cupped hands.

Step 1: Measure 2 Ounces of  Water
Pour water into cup and add small
amount* of Liquid Watercolor™.

“In Smart Art 2 you have everything— 
creative art activities with outcomes, 
easy to follow directions, and appealing 
illustrations. All you have to do is read 
the lesson and get out the materials. This 
book is a profound breakthrough in art 
activitites.”  

—Lois Leake, Education Specialist
Kedren Head Start / State Preschool

 
“Smart Art 2 provides meaningful art 
activities and well organized lessons that 
support learning across the curriculum. I 
highly recommend this book for anyone 
who works with children.”
—Pilar O'Cadiz, PhD, Executive Director, CASP

Cal Poly Pomona University
 
 “Smart Art 2 is a wonderful book for the 
early childhood educator, family child 
care provider, and college instructor. 
You’ll love Anna’s original Smart Art Ideas 
book, as well as the 36 new lesson plans 
in this new ‘sequel.’” 

—Sharron Krull, Child Development Instructor
Modesto Junior College

Item #: MOREART   $7.95

Available July 2006 from

Sample Lesson from
SMART ART IDEAS 2
About This Book
If you liked the original Smart Art 
Ideas, you’ll love this new book! Smart 
Art Ideas 2 contains 36 creative new 
lesson plans that help children master 
learning outcomes while having fun. 
It contains reproducible articles for 
staff training and parent education, 
including “Making Books with 
Children,” “Messy Art and the Power 
of Paint,” and “What is Child Art?” 

You will enjoy the creative new ideas 
on how to motivate staff and increase 
parental awareness of the value of art 
in education.

Call Discount School Supply to order
SMART ART 2 and request a free catalog:

1-800-627-2829
Or, order off our user-friendly website at

www.discountschoolsupply.com

Physical Science (polymers)
2.1 Explores change in form and temperature
Scientific Inquiry 
1.0 Observation and Investigation 
-----------------
Snow powder is super absorbent and expands to 100 times 
its original volume!  It’s a completely safe, non-toxic chemical 
called a polymer.  The colored water moves inside of the 
polymer and causes it to swell.  Find more scientific facts 
about polymers on the internet and inside the snow powder 
container.  

Measurement
Mathematical Reasoning
----------------
Polymers are an exciting way to explore measurements and 
compare attributes.  Compare big with small, soft with hard, 
warm with cool. It changes temperature as it expands!  Mix 1 
tsp of polymer  with 2 ounces water (add a few drops of liquid 
watercolor to water first).  It will puff up into a handful of 
colorful “snow”- is it warm or cool after it expands? 

Magnet Wand Painting
Lesson #39  / Blue Book

 Complete Lesson Plan in  Smart Art 2, page 39

Art is good brain food!  This art
idea helps children develop:

Ages
Min.

✓= in Discount School Supply catalog
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20–30
4–12

Cognitive/Thinking Skills
Cause and effect
Plans, predicts, adapts actions

Emotional/Feeling Skills
Surprise, discovery
Sensory pleasure

Social/Relating Skills
Group interaction
Cooperative play

Physical/Coordinating Skills
Fine and gross motor skills
Sensory integration

Literacy & Language
Development
Left to right directionality
Learns new vocabulary

✓BioColor®

✓Magnet wands
✓Large magnetic marbles
✓Art tray

Optional:
✓Washable Glitter Paint

Extensions
Children love magnetic marbles for the way they roll toward and against each other.
This is a nice introduction to “magnetic force.” Simply stated, magnets have “poles”
of energy, a north pole and a south pole (just like the earth has a North and South
Pole). Magnets attract each other at their “unlike poles” and repel each other, at
their “like poles.” Have you heard the saying “opposites attract"? Does that saying
relate here? How? Try this at a school festival and watch how parents enjoy partici-
pating!

Vocabulary
Magnets, Magnetic Force, Energy Poles, Repel, Attract.

Magnet Wand Painting

Step 4: Continue Moving Paint
Continue sweeping wand under tray
until you like your painting.

Step 3: Drag Wand Underneath
Place wand under tray to attract mar-
bles. Sweep from side to side, dragging
marbles through paint.

Step 2: Prep Marbles and Paint
Put 2–3 colors paint on paper in “quar-
ter-sized” puddles. Place 4–6 magnetic
marbles on tray. 

Step 1: Prepare Art Tray
Elevate art tray high enough for hand
to move under it. Tape paper to tray.

Earth Science (magnets) 
1.1 Investigates characteristics of earth materials 
Physical Science (magnets) 
2.2 Observes the motion of objects and the effect 
of own actions on making objects move
----------------------
A magnet is a material that exerts a force on other materials 
without actually contacting them. This “magnetic force” may 
either attract or repel. All magnets have two points, or “poles,”  
where the magnetic force is greatest. Find more about the 
properties of magnets through hands-on explorations.  

Number Sense
Geometry
---------
Explore the mystery of magnets and develop spatial 
relationship skills by dragging magnet wand under the table 
and watching magnet balls roll in paint on top of table.  Count 
out how many marbles you want to use to create different 
effects. What patterns and shapes can you create as you 
paint with marbles?  Have children cross the midline as they 
create shapes and reinforce physical development.  

X-Ray Handprint
Lesson #44  / Blue Book

 Complete Lesson Plan in  Smart Art 2, page 44

 Life Science 
1.2 Knowledge of body parts
Scientific Inquiry 
2.1 Record observations in various ways 

Xrays help us explore body parts and health/nutrition. 
An X-ray  is really a picture of the shadows cast by the bones in 
your body   Purchase actual xrays or ask your doctor to donate 
outdated ones.  This “pretend” xray art mimics the real thing. . 
Check the internet for more fun facts and remind children to 
drink milk for healthy bones. 

Algebra & Functions 
Geometry 
-------------------
Patterns and shapes are fun to experiment with using X-Ray 
handprints. These are an application of BioColor Scraper Art 
and can reinforce early 1:1 correspondence.  How many 
hands do you have, and how many are printed?  How many 
fingers on each hand, and how many printed? The physical 
development domain is also stimulated here along with 
crossing the midline.   

STEP 1 : 1 day ahead
On top of plastic sheet protectors, create
fish, coral & sea life using Sticker Glue.
Dry overnight on level surface. 

STEP 2 :
Fill water bottles w/tap water. Add a few
                          squirts Liquid Watercolor™.

STEP 3 :
Add approx. 1⁄2 tsp BioColor® Shimmer
Powder using craft stick or paste brush.
Close bottle & shake. 

STEP 4 :
Seal top w/tape or glue. Peel off sticker
glue “sea life” & place onto bottle surface.
Turn upside down, and watch the ocean
currents twirl!

  4–9
15–30 

Cognitive/Thinking Skills
Cause & Effect
Measures & Calculates

Emotional/Feeling Skills
Sensory pleasure
Emotional release & surprise

Social/Relating Skills
Cooperation
Shares materials, take turns

Physical/Coordinating Skills
Grasp, manipulation
Controls fluid materials

Literacy & Language 
Developments
Listens & follows directions 
Develops new vocabulary

Extensions
Go Large! Upgrade the bottle size using 2 liter soda bottles or large water bottles. 
Make a primary & secondary color wheel using 6 bottles. Add Math: estimate how 
long currents will swirl before stopping their motion. Have a swirling/twirling 
contest: who can make their’s swirl longer. Consider Science: Do larger bottles swirl 
longer than small ones? What’s your hypothesis? Do different colors react the 
same? Does heat or cold affect the process? Can you determine why? 

Vocabulary
Transform, Currents, Rhythm, Flow, Patterns, Static, Fluid.

Free Art Ideas! Find more art, crafts & curriculum ideas at www.earlychildhood.com

Ocean
in a
Bottle✓BioColor® Shimmer Powder

✓Liquid Watercolor™

✓Colorations® Sticker Glue

Plastic sheet protectors

Plastic water bottles

Optional:
✓Art Foam self-adhesive
    (replaces sticker glue)
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Share ideas with Anna
areyner@excelligencemail.com

MATERIALS

✓= in our catalog

BENEFITS

min.
Ages

1  (8 0 0 ) 6 2 7 -2 8 2 9
Call for a free catalog

O nly from

CLASSROOM TIPS

Art is good brain food!  This art 
idea helps children develop:

Ocean in a Bottle
Lesson #28  / Yellow Book

 Complete Lesson Plan in  Smart Art, page 28

 Earth Science (water)
1.1 Investigate characteristics of earth materials. 
2.4 Demonstrate environmental care,recycling
----------
Explore the material properties of water by “tagging” H20 
molecules with gold or silver liquid watercolor, along with 
standard liquid watercolors.  Shake up your “ocean bottle” and 
see how fast water molecules move and how long they stay in 
motion.Use recycled water bottles. Glue caps on tight so you 
can leave bottles in you science center along with magnifiying 
glasses and color paddles.  

Measurement
Mathematical Reasoning

Add liquid watercolor with an eyedropper, using a few drops 
for pastel color, or more drops for a deeper color.  Compare 
finished “ocean bottles” by size, color, and whether they have 
gold or silver shimmers. The addition of gold liquid watercolor 
creates a warm color, and silver liquid watercolor creates a 
cool color tone.  Make many different sized bottles, and use 
them to teach primary and secondary colors.  
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